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Abstract: Fe-based amorphous materials offer new opportunities for magnetic sensors, actuators, and magnetostrictive transducers due to their high saturation magnetostriction ($\lambda_s = 20–40$ ppm) and low coercive field compared with polycrystalline Fe-based alloys, which have high magnetostriction but large coercive fields and Co-based amorphous alloys with small magnetostriction ($\lambda_s = -3$ to $-5$ ppm). Additive layer manufacturing (ALM) offers a new fabrication technique for more complex net-shaping designs. This paper reviews the two different ALM techniques that have been used to fabricate Fe-based amorphous magnetic materials, including the structural and magnetic properties. Selective laser melting (SLM)—a powder-bed fusion technique—and laser-engineered net shaping (LENS)—a directed energy deposition method—have both been utilised to fabricate amorphous alloys, owing to their high availability and low cost within the literature. Two different scanning strategies have been introduced by using the SLM technique. The first strategy is a double-scanning strategy, which gives rise to maximum relative density of 96% and corresponding magnetic saturation of 1.22 T. It also improved the glassy phase content by an order of magnitude of 47%, as well as improving magnetic properties (decreasing coercivity to 1591.5 A/m and increasing magnetic permeability to around 100 at 100 Hz). The second is a novel scanning strategy, which involves two-step melting: preliminary laser melting and short pulse amorphisation. This increased the amorphous phase fraction to a value of up to 89.6%, and relative density up to 94.1%, and lowered coercivity to 238 A/m. On the other hand, the LENS technique has not been utilised as much as SLM in the production of amorphous alloys owing to its lower geometric accuracy (0.25 mm) and lower surface quality, despite its benefits such as providing superior mechanical properties, controlled composition and microstructure. As a result, it has been commonly used for large parts with low complexity and for repairing them, limiting the production of amorphous alloys because of the size limitation. This paper provides a comprehensive review of these techniques for Fe-based amorphous magnetic materials.
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1. Introduction

Functional magnetic materials (FMMs) have gained considerable interest for advanced engineering devices owing to their technical benefits for energy conversion, harvesting, transmission, sensing/actuation [1], and more recently for magnetic refrigeration applications, based on their magnetocaloric effects [2]. Fe-based soft magnetic materials are of great importance for sensors, transformers, and inductive devices because of their superior magnetic properties such as outstanding magnetic permeability, low coercivity, and good corrosion resistance [3–6].

In general, Fe-based soft magnetic alloys are used in two distinct categories of applications:
i. For producing and utilising electromagnetic energy: due to their low cost and ecological reasons, the usage of soft magnetic materials comprises an important part of these applications because they have high magnetic permeability, low energy losses and high magnetic saturation. Fe-Si-based alloys are considered as the most representative materials for this area.

ii. For signal processing: Fe-Ni-based alloys are usually used in informatics, electronics, transducers, magnetic recording heads, microwave installations and so on [7].

In the last two decades, significant progress has been achieved in the understanding of alloy design in an attempt to enhance the glass forming ability (GFA) of soft magnetic amorphous materials [8]. Therefore, many new bulk amorphous alloys with large GFA and good magnetic properties have been reported [9–14]. Casting methods including injection moulding have been used for the production of magnetic bulk metallic glasses (BMG). Zhang and his team utilised casting technique to fabricate glassy toroidal cores having good magnetic properties [15]. They consisted of Fe$_{66}$Co$_{10}$Mo$_{3.5}$P$_{10}$C$_{4}$B$_{4}$Si$_{2.5}$ BMG with an outer diameter of 10 mm and inner diameter of 6 mm, and showed low coercivity (1.0 A/m), high maximum magnetic permeability (450,000), low core loss (0.4 W/kg at 50 Hz) and maximum magnetic flux density (1 T) [15]. Nevertheless, dimensional limitations and poor mechanical properties restrict the use of casting techniques in the production of bulk metallic alloys.

Alternatively, to manufacture three-dimensional (3D) amorphous magnetic parts, powder metallurgy (PM), especially hot pressing and spark plasma sintering, has been extensively exploited [16–18]. To reduce the possibility of the deterioration of magnetic softness because of partial crystallisation in the amorphous matrix, it is necessary that consolidation behaviour and thermal stability of the glassy structure at elevated temperatures is controlled [19]. It is promising that the limitations of conventional techniques can be overcome by using additive manufacturing (AM) in the production of glassy magnetic alloys, which is discussed in detail in Section 3. This section also mentions the use of powder-bed fusion and directed energy deposition techniques in the fabrication of amorphous magnetic Fe-based alloys, and the effects of process parameters on the final magnetic and mechanical properties. To emphasise the importance of the amorphous magnetic materials, their properties are analysed and compared with those of polycrystalline materials in Section 2.

2. Amorphous Fe-Based Magnetic Alloys

Amorphous alloys for soft magnetic applications are often fabricated by rapid solidification of the melt [20,21]. They are generally prepared with the nearly 20% addition of metalloids (Si, B, Al, C and P) for Fe-based and Co-based alloys [7]. Si and B are important metalloids for glass formation and the amorphous structure stabilisation [21,22]. Typical chemical compositions are such that the combined compositions of Fe, Co, Ni elements are 70–85 atomic (at.)% and those of Si and B are 15–30 at.% in total. However, magnetic glassy alloys have a wide variety of compositions. This allows for a large range of soft magnetic properties to be achieved, which depend upon the demands of the application [23].

In magnetic amorphous alloys, the microstructure lacks atomic long-range order and only exhibits short-range order, which is essentially random atomic arrangement of the liquid melt solidified at a cooling rate of $10^5$–$10^6$ K/s. As a result, there are no crystallite-related defects including grain boundaries and dislocations, leading to a decrease in coercivity (see Figure 1) [24].
Figure 1. Comparison of the magnetic properties of soft magnetic materials (reprinted with the permission from [23], Elsevier, 2013).

Amorphous Fe-based alloys, based on inexpensive raw materials, have relatively high saturation magnetisation (see Figure 1) and high magnetostriction [23], which makes them promising candidates for sensors and actuators [25–29].

Figure 2 illustrates the relationship between the saturation magnetostriction constant and Si content for the FeCuNbSiB alloy system. The saturation magnetostriction ($\lambda_s$) has the highest value and is virtually independent of Si composition for the amorphous structure, different from the nanocrystalline state where magnetostriction is significantly dependent on the Si concentration and its maximum value is as nearly half that of the amorphous structure.

Figure 2. The saturation magnetostriction constant ($\lambda_s$) of Fe$_{96-x}$Cu$_1$Nb$_2$Si$_x$B$_{2-x}$ alloys as a function of Si content for the amorphous and nanocrystalline states (reprinted with the permission from [23], Elsevier, 2013).
Figure 3 indicates the change in the saturation polarisation ($J_s$) and the saturation magnetostriction constant ($\lambda_s$) of amorphous magnetic alloys as a function of Fe, Ni and Co content. Fe-rich alloys possess the highest saturation polarisation and saturation magnetisation constant, decreasing as Co and Ni concentration increases. $J_s$ for amorphous materials is usually lower than polycrystalline ones (Figure 1) because of the addition of nonmagnetic metalloids (Si and B) required for glass formation [23].

The saturation magnetostriction of Fe-based amorphous alloys is typically positive, $\approx 20–40$ ppm, on the other hand for Co-based amorphous alloys, it is typically negative, $\approx -5$ to $-3$ ppm. The increase in $\lambda_s$ with lowering Ni concentration is linked to a concurrent increase in $J_s$ ($|\lambda_s| \propto J_s^2$). Therefore, near zero $\lambda_s$ at high Ni concentrations only occur as the system becomes paramagnetic [23].

Fe-B alloys with a saturation flux density higher than 1.5 T were the first metallic glass developed for the fabrication of distribution transformers. The addition of Si gave a higher thermal stability without any reduction in the saturation flux density, producing the ternary alloy Fe$_{82}$B$_{12}$Si$_6$. However, this is prone to material oxidation due to air pockets forming during the production process, lowering magnetic flux density and increasing total losses. Fe$_{81.3}$B$_{13.5}$Si$_3$C$_2$ was developed to overcome these limitations [7].

Fe-Si-B glassy alloys possess six times fewer energy losses than traditional Fe-Si alloys at industrial frequencies. In fact, Fe$_{79}$B$_{13}$Si$_8$ has a higher Curie temperature without changing core losses and flux density, compared with Fe-3%Si alloys in the fabrication of power transformers [7]. Therefore, they are competitive for applications where Fe-Si alloys are traditionally used.

After rapidly quenching of amorphous alloys, internal residual stresses are developed in the structure, altering the magnetic behaviour (increasing coercivity and reducing permeability) due to the emergence of magnetocrystalline anisotropy. Strain relief annealing has been employed below the crystallisation temperature not only to achieve higher permeability, lower energy losses and smaller coercivity (see Table 1), but also to improve mechanical properties by allowing atomic arrangement over a short distance. Table 1 clearly shows that although as-cast alloys exhibit very soft magnetic behaviour, strain
relief annealing considerably allows the enhancement of magnetic properties (reducing coercivity, increasing permeability) by relieving the internal residual strains. Amorphous alloys with a wide variety of magnetic properties can be fabricated by annealing in the existence of an applied magnetic field [30].

Table 1. Magnetic properties of amorphous alloys under direct current (DC) applications (reprinted with the permission from [30], CRC Press, 2016).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alloy</th>
<th>Shape</th>
<th>As Cast</th>
<th>Annealed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hc (A/m)</td>
<td>Mr/Ms</td>
<td>µmax (10^3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe80B20</td>
<td>Toroid</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe40Ni4P14B6</td>
<td>Toroid</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe70Ni14P14B6Si2</td>
<td>Toroid</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe20Co70Si15B10</td>
<td>Strip</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Fe20Ni15)20SiB14</td>
<td>Strip</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe80P16C3B</td>
<td>Toroid</td>
<td>4.96</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are a few limitations of using amorphous magnetic materials in certain applications. Firstly, their low saturation magnetisation restricts their usage in heavy current density engineering. Secondly, their core losses start to rise rapidly at high flux densities. For this reason, they have more use in low-power, low-current applications and specialised small-device applications where transformers are required with moderate flux densities. In these applications, amorphous magnetic materials can be used successfully instead of nickel-iron alloys including permalloy. Amorphous magnetic materials, being manufactured in large quantities, have been utilised in pulsed-power transformers, magnetic sensors, magnetostrictive transducers and communication equipment [30].

3. Additive Manufacturing of Amorphous Fe-Based Magnetic Alloys

Additive manufacturing (AM) includes a number of production techniques where components with a variety of structures and complex geometries are manufactured in a layer-by-layer manner directly from 3D model data [31–35]. The introduction of AM has influenced the whole fabrication field by making the design easy and simplifying the production process, enabling rapid production without needing major change in the fabrication step [36,37]. The economic advantage of AM is revealed especially in low-volume production [37].

Several Fe-based magnetic materials produced by additive manufacturing have been studied owing to their wide range of potential applicability in the energy area [38–44]. Additive manufacturing of amorphous Fe-based magnetic materials is focused on within this review paper. From the range of AM techniques, powder-bed fusion and direct energy deposition have been used for this purpose. This section reviews the AM of amorphous magnetic materials for different laser-based AM techniques, including the research carried out and the advantages and disadvantages of each method [1,45–49]. A summary table is given at the end of the section.

3.1. Powder-Bed Fusion

In the powder-bed fusion process, a thin layer (typically 20–100 µm) of very fine powder (with particle size in the range of 20–50 µm) [50] is spread closely packed on a platform. This is where the powder is then fused together with a laser beam or an electron beam. Once the fusion of one layer is completed, another layer of powder is rolled on top of the previous layer and melted together till the targeted 3D part is obtained (Figure 4). Powder size distribution and packing both influence significantly the density of the printed component, thus are the most critical factors, along with laser process parameters (laser scan speed, laser power, pulse duration and spot diameter), to the efficiency of this technique [51]. Selective laser sintering (SLS), used generally for various polymers and for some metals with the help of sacrificial binder materials, and selective laser melting (SLM), utilised only for certain metals are the two powder-bed fusion processes, which use a
laser. In SLS process, only sintering occurs between powder particles once temperature is increased with a high-power laser above the softening point of polymers. On the other hand, in SLM technique, a relatively higher-powered laser is exploited to fully melt metallic powder instead of sintering it. Electron-beam melting (EBM) exploits an electron beam to melt the metal powder. Unlike SLS, in the SLM and EBM processes, the laser/electron beams can fully melt the metal powder and fuse them together, leading to exceptional mechanical properties [52].

![Schematic illustration of powder-bed fusion](image)

**Figure 4.** Schematic illustration of powder-bed fusion (reprinted with the permission from [34], Elsevier, 2018).

In the literature, SLM has been widely utilised to produce amorphous magnetic materials due to their low cost and high availability. Different materials and applications that exploit SLM have been reviewed in detail in [53].

It is indicated that during SLM processes, solidification takes place relatively fast with typical cooling rates of $10^3$–$10^4$ K/s, fast enough to prevent crystallisation, [54,55] even though the cooling rate is dependent on the process parameters [56]. For this reason, SLM is a promising technique to produce bulk amorphous parts.

Fabrication of Fe-based bulk metallic glass with SLM has been studied firstly by Jung and his team [8]. Fe$_{68.3}$C$_{6.9}$Si$_{3.8}$B$_{6.7}$P$_{8.7}$Cr$_{2.3}$Mo$_{2.8}$Al$_{2.1}$ (at.%) amorphous powder with different sizes in the range of 75 µm and 150 µm were prepared using gas atomisation. The cylindrical specimens with a diameter of 2 mm and height of 6 mm were built with the SLM technique. The microstructure of the final part was composed of a mixture of amorphous and α-Fe, γ-Fe and Fe$_{23}$B$_6$ crystalline phases, which are associated with impurities accidentally included in the master alloy. Also, the effect of the laser power ($P$) and scan speed ($v$) on the density of the final part and magnetic properties were examined in this study. It was concluded that at high scan speeds ($v > 2500$ mm/s), bulk parts could not be generated because the powder bed did not have sufficient energy input during the SLM process, which resulted in incomplete melting and poor inter-particle bonding [57–59]. At lower $v$ and higher $P$, enhanced melting and consolidation of powder brings about the formation of SLM specimens having high relative densities (Figure 5). To achieve relative densities higher than 99%, it is vital that $v$ lowers to 1500 mm/s and $P$ is higher than 300 W. Moreover, hysteresis loops of the atomised powder and SLM specimens produced with different scan speeds obtained are illustrated in Figure 6. Figure 6 shows that the saturation magnetisation of all three samples are nearly the same within experimental error. The intrinsic magnetic properties including saturation magnetisation ($M_s$) are dependent on the
atomic configuration and the composition of the soft amorphous magnetic materials [60], indicating that amorphous structures of the SLM specimens are identical to those of the starting atomised powder in this study.

Figure 5. Relative density map of the selective laser melting (SLM)-processed Fe\textsubscript{68.3}C\textsubscript{6.9}Si\textsubscript{2.5}B\textsubscript{6.7}P\textsubscript{8.7}Cr\textsubscript{2.3}Mo\textsubscript{2.5}Al\textsubscript{2.1} specimens as a function of laser power and scan speed, the values of which increase in the directions of the arrows. Figure taken from and reprinted with the permission from [8], Elsevier, 2015 (Common Grading Scale (CGS) to The International System of Units (SI) conversion 1 emu/g = 1 Am\textsuperscript{2}/kg and 1 Oe = 79.6 A/m).

Figure 6. Hysteresis M-H loops of (a) parent atomised powder and SLM-processed Fe\textsubscript{68.3}C\textsubscript{6.9}Si\textsubscript{2.5}B\textsubscript{6.7}P\textsubscript{8.7}Cr\textsubscript{2.3}Mo\textsubscript{2.5}Al\textsubscript{2.1} specimens generated with (b) \(v = 2500\) mm/s and \(P = 340\) W and (c) \(v = 1500\) mm/s and \(P = 340\) W, reprinted with the permission from [8], Elsevier, 2015 (CGS to SI conversion 1 emu/g = 1 Am\textsuperscript{2}/kg and 1 Oe = 79.6 A/m).

Mahbooba et al. tried to fabricate Fe-based BMG samples larger than critical casting thickness with SLM by using gas-atomised FeCrMoB powder with a nominal particle-size
distribution of 20–80 µm [61]. It was reported that the thicknesses of the produced fully amorphous specimens (15 mm) were much more than the critical casting thickness (1 mm) in all dimensions. In addition, it was found that the change in the SLM parameters was not enough to prevent stress-induced micro-cracking because of rapid solidification and the brittle nature of BMGs. A low concentration of localised and isotropic nanograins, as shown in Figure 7, was present in the microstructure of the produced part due to mechanical stress-induced crystallisation. Furthermore, a mechanical test revealed that the Young’s modulus of the SLM bulk FeCrMoCB alloy (220 GPa) was fairly close to the modulus of the cast amorphous alloys with similar composition (190–220 GPa) [62]. This means that amorphous materials having larger than their casting critical thickness can be fabricated using SLM with mechanical properties competing with those of cast amorphous alloys.

![Nanograin clusters in the cylinder](image)

**Figure 7.** Nanograin clusters in the cylinder: Electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) micrograph showing a nanograin cluster in the FeCrMoCB bulk cylinder (reprinted with the permission from [61], Elsevier, 2018).

As mention in Section 2, Fe-Si-B BMGs have attracted much attention as technological materials resulting from their outstanding soft ferromagnetic properties, great amorphous phase forming ability (APFA) and exceptional mechanical properties [63,64]. Consequently, it is possible to use them as core materials sensors [65], biosensors [66] and distribution transformers. Mostly, the high APFA of Fe-B alloys enables the formation of the amorphous phase and Si makes additional contribution to it. A fully amorphous phase is achieved within the range of 5–26 at.% B and 0–29 at.% Si [67]. Accordingly, Fe$_{92.4}$Si$_{3.1}$B$_{4.5}$ alloy was produced with SLM with a laser scan speed of 100–150 mm/s and laser power of 90 W by using gas-atomised powder having particle sizes less than 30 µm, purchased from NANOVAL company as Fe$_{0.95}$Si$_{0.05}$ and Fe$_2$B phases in an amorphous ε-FeSi type matrix was observed in the microstructure. The immoderate number of impurity atoms in the interstitial sites is linked to the formation of the amorphous ε-FeSi type structure by distorting the crystal lattice locally. The strong attraction between Fe and Si atoms indicates that APFA may be comparatively high in the Si composition above 20 at.% Si [67]. Furthermore, the large negative heat of mixing between constituents (−26 kJ/mol for Fe-Si and −38 kJ/mol for Fe-B alloys [69]) allows short-range order in the liquid upon laser melting. The crystallite sizes of α-Fe$_{0.95}$Si$_{0.05}$ and Fe$_2$B, retained from the starting powder, decreases with increasing laser scan speed due to the high solidification rate (10$^6$–10$^8$ K/s). Such a fast solidification of droplets hinders the nucleation and growth of the crystallites, bringing about the amorphous structure. On the other hand, it is found that lower laser scan speeds of 100 mm/s and 400 mm/s enable denser microstructure, having lower porosity.

The change in the relative proportions of the phases as a function of laser scan speed (Figure 8a) depicts the variation in composition during the SLM process and therefore the atomic motion between distinct phases for Fe$_{92.4}$Si$_{3.1}$B$_{4.5}$ alloys. The relative ratios of ε-FeSi type amorphous and α-Fe$_{0.95}$Si$_{0.05}$ phases show an antagonist behaviour in which the maximum relative ratio of ε-FeSi amorphous phase represents a minimum fraction of α-Fe$_{0.95}$Si$_{0.05}$ phase in the sample produced by using laser scan speed of 400 mm/s in
this study. Consequently, it can be said that 400 mm/s is the optimum laser scan speed considering the process parameters used in this study to achieve both densification and high amorphous phase fractions for Fe-Si-B alloys. Furthermore, hardness was measured by a Vickers microhardness tester with a load of 100 gr. The high microhardness values (1654–2273 HV) were observed, linking to the crystallite size refinement as well as the dissolution of boron into the amorphous matrix. Those microhardness values are much higher than those of the Fe$_{70}$Si$_{10}$B$_{20}$ produced by the modified melt spinning technique (830–110 HV) [64].

The study conducted by Ouyang et al. [71] confirms that the properties of selectively laser melted parts strongly depend on the mechanism of the microstructural development in amorphous alloys during the SLM process. In this study, in order to show the effect of SLM parameters on the microstructural evolution of Fe$_{43.7}$Co$_{7.3}$Cr$_{14.7}$Mo$_{12.6}$C$_{15.5}$B$_{4.3}$Y$_{1.9}$ alloy, a map is made (Figure 9a). It indicates that low laser power ($P < 200$ W) and high laser scan speed ($v > 700$ mm/s) result in larger amorphous phase fractions. The relationship (Equation (1)) between amorphous content and laser energy input is attained (Figure 9b) based on the laser energy density equation, which is presented by:

$$E_d = \frac{P \cdot v \cdot h \cdot d}{1}$$

where $E_d$ is the energy input of energy density (J/mm$^3$), $P$ is the laser power (W), $v$ is the laser scan speed (mm/s), $h$ is the hatch distance (mm) and $d$ is the thickness of the powder layer [72–74]. It is obvious that there is a linear transition from a nearly fully crystalline structure to a fully amorphous one as the $E_d$ decreases. This may be because as energy density decreases, the cooling rate increases, leading to amorphous structure [75].

A novel scanning strategy has been introduced for amorphisation of Fe-based alloys with low glass forming ability with SLM as well as for ensuring enhanced magnetic properties [76]. For this purpose, Fe$_{71}$Si$_{10}$C$_6$Cr$_2$ (at.%) was used. The strategy comprises of (1)

In the case of the magnetic performance of the SLM samples, it is observed that saturation magnetisation has maximum value of 199 Am$^2$/kg for the sample fabricated with the laser scan speed of 700 mm/s and then decreases linearly to approximately 188 Am$^2$/kg for that with 1500 mm/s as can be seen in Figure 8b). The alteration in the nearest-neighbour configuration of Fe atoms with their substitution by nonmagnetic Si atoms, causes a decrease in magnetic moment per atom, thus reducing $M_s$. Still, the specimens fabricated by SLM have much higher $M_s$ values than FeSiB coatings produced by using the same starting powder (30–40 Am$^2$/kg) [70].

How the coercivity ($H_c$) changes with respect to laser scanning speed is depicted in Figure 8c. It is obvious that $H_c$ increases with increasing laser scanning speed up to 400 mm/s and then levels off. Since $H_c$ is generally associated with the size, shape and
the dispersion degree of the crystallites, including lattice distortion and internal stresses, high values of coercivity are attributed to the structural defects, such as vacancies and interstitials that originated from the laser melting process [68].

The study conducted by Ouyang et al. [71] confirms that the properties of selectively laser melted parts strongly depend on the mechanism of the microstructural development in amorphous alloys during the SLM process. In this study, in order to show the effect of SLM parameters on the microstructural evolution of Fe$_{43.7}$Co$_{7.3}$Cr$_{14.7}$Mo$_{12.6}$C$_{15.5}$B$_{4.3}$Y$_{1.9}$ alloy, a map is made (Figure 9a). It indicates that low laser power ($P < 200$ W) and high laser scan speed ($v > 700$ mm/s) result in larger amorphous phase fractions. The relationship (Equation (1)) between amorphous content and laser energy input is attained (Figure 9b) based on the laser energy density equation, which is presented by:

$$E_d = \frac{P}{vhd}$$

where $E_d$ is the energy input of energy density (J/mm$^3$), $P$ is the laser power (W), $v$ is the laser scan speed (mm/s), $h$ is the hatch distance (mm) and $d$ is the thickness of the powder layer (mm) [72–74]. It is obvious that there is a linear transition from a nearly fully crystalline structure to a fully amorphous one as the $E_d$ decreases. This may be because as energy density decreases, the cooling rate increases, leading to amorphous structure [75].

Figure 9. (a) Amorphous content of SLM Fe$_{43.7}$Co$_{7.3}$Cr$_{14.7}$Mo$_{12.6}$C$_{15.5}$B$_{4.3}$Y$_{1.9}$ glassy alloys, 3D-printed by using different laser powers and laser scan speeds. The data were interpolated between the measured data points. (b) The graph compares the laser energy density and amorphous content of SLM specimens, reprinted with the permission from [71], Elsevier, 2018 (S1, S2 and S3 have the laser energy densities of 36.8 J/mm$^3$, 245.3 J/mm$^3$ and 343.3 J/mm$^3$).
A novel scanning strategy has been introduced for amorphisation of Fe-based alloys with low glass forming ability with SLM as well as for ensuring enhanced magnetic properties [76]. For this purpose, Fe$_{71}$Si$_{10}$C$_{6}$Cr$_{2}$ (at.%) was used. The strategy comprises of (1) the preliminary laser melting the loose powder by using a checkboard strategy, (2) second melting (remelting) by random pulses (point-random (P-R) strategy) and (3) finally short-pulse amorphisation as shown in Figure 10. In the checkboard strategy, edge length of 1 mm and laser power of 20 W with 90° rotations (a standard alternating scanning strategy) were used with an exposure time of 500 µs. In the P-R strategy, minimum distance of 1 mm between successive points and maximum laser power of 120 W was exploited. Both melting processes were carried out by using the same focal diameter of 40 µm.

It is reported that the novel scanning strategy has enabled the restoration of 89.6% of the amorphous structure of the parent alloy in spite of its low glass-forming ability and considerable crystallisation during the preliminary melting. After P-R scanning (second melting), the amorphous phase appears as a continuous matrix, rather than forming separate regions, as is observed in the specimens produced with a single melting. In addition, second melting increases the density of bulk sample from 78.2% to 94.1%.

It is assumed that if the amorphous phase is heated by a laser pulse to a maximum temperature with a heating rate lower than the critical value, it devitrifies. In this study,
the critical heating rate was calculated as $8.77 \times 10^6 \text{ K/s}$, at which the amorphous phase does not devitrify till the melting point of the material is reached. The heating rate for the preliminary melting (pulse duration (exposure time) 500 µs) (Sample A) was estimated as $2.5 \times 10^6 \text{ K/s}$, which is below the critical heating rate value. The heating rate of the second melting (P-R remelting with the pulse duration of 20 µs) (Sample B) was approximated as $6.25 \times 10^7 \text{ K/s}$, which is higher than the critical heating rate [76].

It is indicated that this strategy has a positive effect on soft magnetic properties. Coercivity was reduced substantially after the second melting (using P-R scanning) as seen in Table 2. Stress relief annealing at 820 K provided further reduction in coercivity. On the other hand, the M-H hysteresis loops (Figure 11) show that the saturation magnetisation seems to be the same for all samples except sample A within the margin of error.

Table 2. Coercivity of feedstock powder and melted samples of Fe$_{71}$Si$_{10}$C$_6$Cr$_2$ (at.%) alloy (reprinted with the permission from [76], Elsevier, 2019).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Coercivity (A/m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Powder</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melted once</td>
<td>1032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melted twice</td>
<td>397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melted twice and annealed</td>
<td>238</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 11. M-H hysteresis loops for Fe$_{71}$Si$_{10}$C$_6$Cr$_2$ parent powder, samples A (produced by melting every powder layer only once) and B (fabricated by melting each powder layer twice), and sample B after annealing, reprinted with the permission from [76], Elsevier, 2019 (CGS to SI conversion 1 emu/g = 1 Am$^2$/kg and 1 Oe = 79.6 A/m).](#)

Most recently, Nam et al. have utilised a similar scanning technique as in Reference [76], referred to as the double-scan strategy, to achieve full verification and densification of Fe-based BMGs having high magnetic saturation [75]. In the double-scan strategy, before the coating of a subsequent powder layer over the build area, every Fe$_{73.7}$Si$_{11}$B$_{11}$C$_2$Cr$_{2.28}$ amorphous powder layer was rescanned (remelted) with the linear scan method using the same laser power and laser scan speed as the first laser scanning. In this study, they compared the double-scanning strategy with a single scan in terms of relative density (Figure 12b), transverse rupture strength (TRS) (Figure 12c) and magnetic
properties as a function of laser energy density, calculated using equation (1). It was found that double scanning enables effective shrinkage of voids formed because of partial melting of powder (Figure 12d), resulting in a relative density of maximum 96% and corresponding to the mechanical strength (TRS) of 75 MPa. This was achieved at the highest $E_d$ of 37.5 J/mm$^3$ (high power of 90 W and low scanning speed of 1200 mm/s) as it is shown in Figure 12d).

Figure 12. The graph of (a) macroscopic photograph of 3D-printed Fe$_{73.7}$Si$_{11}$B$_{11}$C$_2$Cr$_{2.28}$ alloys, (b) relative density and (c) transverse rupture strength (TRS) versus laser energy density and (d) optic microscope images of double-scanned alloys (reprinted with the permission from [75], Elsevier, 2020).

From the graphs in Figure 13, it is obvious that double scanning improves magnetic properties significantly. Magnetic saturation has a linear dependence on the $E_d$ and a maximum $M_s$ value of 1.22 T was attained with double scanning. Coercivity tends to increase with increasing $E_d$ because higher $E_d$ provides enough time for crystals to nucleate and grow, by lowering the cooling rate. This leads to a reduction in the amorphous fraction ($f_{am}$), which was found to be 47% for $E_d$ of 29.2 J/mm$^3$. X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) results (Figure 14) show that the intensity of the α-Fe crystallite peak lowers as $E_d$ decreases, implying that the fraction of the crystallite phase reduces.
Figure 13. The graph of (a) magnetic saturation ($M_s$), (b) coercivity (in Oe), (c) core loss relativity and (d) relative permeability, $\mu_r$, taken as at 100 Hz frequency (@ 100 Hz) versus laser power density for 3D-printed Fe$_{73.7}$Si$_{11}$B$_{11}$C$_2$Cr$_{2.28}$ alloys (reprinted with the permission from [75], Elsevier, 2020).

Figure 14. X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) patterns of 3D-printed Fe$_{73.7}$Si$_{11}$B$_{11}$C$_2$Cr$_{2.28}$ alloys with different laser energy density (reprinted with the permission from [75], Elsevier, 2020).

In conclusion, SLM has been successfully used to produce Fe-based BMGs because it provides high cooling rates $10^3$–$10^4$ K/s [54] but depends strongly on the process parameters used such as laser power and laser scan speed [56]. Low laser power and high laser scan speed leads to low energy input onto the powder, causing high cooling rate. Although decreasing the energy input, enables an increase in the amorphous fraction of the magnetic alloy, it affects adversely full densification, which requires a high energy density. Hence, low energy input results in poor mechanical properties (hardness and mechanical strength). It is crucial that optimum process parameters are defined for both full densification and amorphous structure. The studies indicate that double scanning (remelting) helps to increase the glassy phase content and relative density, and improve soft magnetic and mechanical properties [75].
3.2. Direct Energy Deposition

Direct energy deposition (DED) has been utilised for fabricating high-performance super-alloys. It contains several techniques, which are laser-engineered net shaping (LENS), laser solid forming (LSF), directed light fabrication (DLF), direct metal deposition (DMD), electron-beam AM (EBAM), and wire and arc AM (WAAW). In DED, laser or electron beams are used as a source of energy, which is directed onto a specific location of the substrate and exploited to melt feedstock materials (wires or powder) at the same time. Then, the molten materials are deposited and fused onto the substrate. This process continues layer by layer until the 3D part is built (Figure 15) [77]. Differently from SLM, DED has no powder bed and the feedstock is melted, then deposited into substrate in a layer-by-layer manner, enabling both multiple materials and multiple axis deposition simultaneously.

![Figure 15. (a) The experimental setup and (b) the schematics of the laser-engineered net shaping (LENS) process (reprinted with the permission from [78], Elsevier, 2020).](image)

The LENS technique generally has been utilised to produce Fe-based BMGs because it provides (i) a high cooling rate (10^3–10^5 K/s) [79], (ii) less dilution at the substrate-layer interface, restricting crystallisation and (iii) tailorable process parameters with net shape production ability [80].

To prevent crystallisation in BMGs during the LENS process, laser power, laser scan speed and substrate temperature are the main parameters that can be controlled. The total heat input per unit area, \( I \), is utilised to combine first two parameters along with the beam diameter as follows:

\[
I = \frac{P}{\nu D}
\]

(2)

where \( P \) is the laser power (W), \( \nu \) is the laser scanning speed (mm/s), and \( D \) is the laser beam diameter on the substrate (mm) [81]. It is obvious from Equation (2) that reducing laser power and increasing laser scanning speed brings about a lower heat input [82], similarly to the SLM process as mentioned in Section 3.1. The lower the heat input, the higher the cooling rate due to high thermal gradients, which restricts crystallisation. Moreover, in order to maintain high cooling rates and obtain BMGs with maximum amorphous content, it is crucial that substrate temperature is kept as low as possible.

There are two ways to estimate the cooling rate during LENS processing. First one includes the use of the following equation:

\[
\frac{dT}{dt} = RG
\]

(3)

where \( dT/dt \) (K/s) is the cooling rate, \( R \) (mm/s) is the solidification velocity and \( G \) (K/mm) is the local thermal gradient [83]. Through experiments, it has been presented that \( R \) is in the order of the laser scanning speed (\( \nu \)) [84], which is 20 mm/s in the study by Balla.
and his team [74], and G is approximately 100 K/mm [79]. Hence, by using this study, the cooling rate in the melt zone calculated using Equation (3) is approximated to be 2000 K/s, which is more than enough to produce an amorphous NSSHS7574 alloy with a critical cooling rate of 610 K/s [85]. Still, in order to make better estimations of cooling rates, it is necessary to take into consideration the substrate or prior deposit temperature, temperature change in the melt zone, laser input and the thermal conductivity of substrate and deposited alloys. Despite the complicated physics of laser surface melting [86,87], improved approximation of cooling rates during laser surface melting can be achieved by using the Rosenthal solution for a mobile heat source (Equation (4), as presented by Steen [87].

\[
\frac{dT}{dt} = -2\pi k \left( \frac{v}{Q} \right) \Delta T^2
\]

where \( k \) is the thermal conductivity of the substrate (W/mm.K), \( v \) is the laser scan speed (mm/s), \( Q \) is the laser power (W) and \( \Delta T \) is the temperature range during cooling (K). It confirms that reducing the laser power and increasing the laser scan speed provides a higher cooling rate during laser-based additive manufacturing processes (Equation (4)). In addition, by using Equation (4), the cooling rates were quantified for different substrate/prior deposit temperature, which indicates that the cooling rate increases when the prior deposit temperature decreases (Equation (4)) [80].

In the production of Fe-based amorphous alloys with LENS, the initial attempt was made by Balla and Bandyopadhyay [80], who used a gas-atomised NanoSteel NSSHS7574 glass-forming alloy powder of \( \text{Cr}_{<25}\text{Mo}_{<15}\text{W}_{<15}\text{C}_{<3}\text{Mn}_{<5}\text{Si}_{<2}\text{B}_{<5}\text{Fe}_{\text{balance}} \) (at.%) with a particle size in the range of 53 and 180 µm. Laser power of 250 W and laser scan speed of 20 mm/s were chosen to reduce heat input and to melt amorphous powder. In addition, even though no direct technique exists to control substrate and prior deposit temperature during the LENS process, in order to keep substrate/temperature/prior deposit temperature low, a five-seconds delay was inserted between each successive layer with argon gas flowing through the powder delivery nozzles.

In this study, the cooling rate for the NSSHS7574 alloy was approximated to be in the range of \( 3.38 \times 10^3 \) and \( 1.72 \times 10^3 \) K/s using Equation (4), which is higher than the critical cooling rate (610 K/s) required for complete amorphisation of NSSHS7574 alloy. Even though theoretically the process parameters used in this study are ideal to obtain full amorphous alloys, XRD (Figure 16), differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) (Figure 17) and microstructural analysis (Figure 18) of the 3D-printed alloy exhibit partial crystallisation/incomplete amorphisation. It is thought that the reason for that is the coarse feedstock powder (53–108 µm), only partially melted during deposition because of the low heat input (14 J/mm²). Those partially melted particles are found in the deposit with melted and re-solidified surface having amorphous structure, surrounded with crystalline features as shown in Figure 18. It was concluded that to obtain fully amorphous alloys with the help of the LENS technique, the use of a finer starting powder would enable complete melting with the same process parameters, or increasing the heat input would allow for melting particles completely without influencing negatively the critical cooling rate needed to achieve full amorphisation [80].
Figure 16. XRD patterns of the top surface (15 mm for substrate) and near substrate (0.8 mm from substrate) of LENS processed Fe-based BMGs compared to NSSHS7574 starting powder, illustrating that the amorphous alloys have a mixture of amorphous and crystalline phases (reprinted with the permission from [80], Elsevier, 2010).

Figure 17. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) curves of the feedstock powder and the 3D-printed NSSHS7574 alloy, depicting three crystallisation peaks with three-stage crystallisation behaviour, reprinted with the permission from [80], Elsevier, 2010 (T_g is glass transition temperature and T_{x1}, T_{x2} and T_{x3} are crystallisation temperatures, showing that the material undergoes a three-stage crystallisation process upon heating).
Figure 18. Cross-sectional SEM micrographs of 3D-printed NSSHS7574 alloy (a) demonstrating exceptional interfacial bonding between substrate and the produced alloy (b) the microstructure at the top region of the bulk specimen (reprinted with the permission from [80], Elsevier, 2010).

Borkar et al. produced a compositionally graded Fe-Si-B-Nb-Cu alloy with varying Si/B ratios by using the LENS technique [5]. It was observed that dendrite formation occurred in the amorphous matrix, which is associated with constitutional super-cooling because of the compositional differences between the crystal and amorphous matrix [88–90]. The partitioning of Si at the interface of α-Fe/amorphous matrix causes the constitutional super-cooling, promoting the dendrite formation owing to interfacial instability. Furthermore, it was found that Fe-Si-B-Nb-Cu alloy with a Si/B ratio of around 1.7 showed
considerably low coercivity (1512 A/m) and higher magnetic saturation (143 Am$^2$/kg) compared with the other FeSiB Nb Cu samples with different Si/B ratios.

The effect of laser process parameters on the hardness of Fe-based BMGs produced by LENS was studied by Xie and his team [91], who used Fe$_{41}$Co$_{7}$Cr$_{15}$Mo$_{14}$C$_{15}$B$_{6}$Y$_{2}$ (at.%) amorphous spherical powder and different laser energy densities. The variation in hardness as a function of laser energy density (LED) is illustrated in Figure 19. It is obvious that hardness increases as LED lowers. The use of the lowest energy density of 30 J/mm led to the highest hardness of 1263.7 HV. This value is significantly close to the hardness of cast Fe$_{41}$Co$_{7}$Cr$_{15}$Mo$_{14}$C$_{15}$B$_{6}$Y$_{2}$ amorphous alloy (1253 HV) [92], which suggests that the printed specimen retained a certain amount of its amorphous phase.

![Figure 19](image-url)

**Figure 19.** Hardness of the LENS-processed Fe$_{41}$Co$_{7}$Cr$_{15}$Mo$_{14}$C$_{15}$B$_{6}$Y$_{2}$ amorphous alloys as a function of laser energy density (LED) (A, B, C, D, E and F denote Fe$_{41}$Co$_{7}$Cr$_{15}$Mo$_{14}$C$_{15}$B$_{6}$Y$_{2}$ samples that were produced using different laser parameters, i.e., laser energy density (LED). A and E have the same LED; however, for A, $p = 300$ W and $v = 5$ mm/s and for E, $p = 600$ W and $v = 10$ mm/s, for B: $p = 600$ W and $v = 5$ mm/s, for C: $p = 900$ W and $v = 5$ mm/s, for D: $p = 300$ W and $v = 10$ mm/s and for F: $p = 900$ W and $v = 10$ mm/s) (reprinted with the permission from [91], Springer, 2019).

In general, the LENS technique has not been much used in the production of magnetic amorphous alloys because it has lower geometric accuracy (0.25 mm) and lower surface quality, requiring post-processing [93] and can only fabricate less complicated components compared with SLM [77]. Consequently, LENS is commonly utilised for large parts with low complexity [34] and for repairing them [94], which restricts the fabrication of amorphous alloys by LENS due to their size limitation. All the drawbacks aside, the benefit of using LENS is the ability to produce parts with superior mechanical properties, controlled composition and microstructure [34]. As explained in this section, generating amorphous alloys with the LENS technique is possible by lowering laser energy input (low laser power and high scan speed similar to SLM) and reducing substrate/prior deposit temperature.

Table 3 gives a summary of the different materials and AM techniques described in this paper. It is observed that Fe-based magnetic alloys with various amorphous content up to 100% can be produced by the SLM technique by changing process parameters. It can be said that even though both of the elemental compositions and powder sizes of the feedstock powder in [75,76] are quite similar to each other, the SLM processes alloys have...
different amorphous phase fractions and magnetic properties due to the different process parameters and scanning strategy, as mentioned in Section 3.1. This means that laser process parameters and scanning strategy play critical roles in the production of amorphous alloys with laser additive manufacturing. From the perspective of magnetic properties, while the produced alloy in [8] possesses relatively low magnetic saturation and coercivity, the glassy alloy in Ref. [68] has relatively high saturation magnetisation and coercivity. This may due to the different alloy design and composition, process parameter or problems that occurred during the production, causing structural defects. It is indicated in Table 3 that SLM-processed glassy alloy (Fe_{71}Si_{10}C_{6}Cr_{2} (at.\%)) has the best soft magnetic properties (that is, high saturation magnetisation and low coercivity) resulting from the double-scanning strategy (remelting) carried out during the SLM process. The last three rows in Table 3 represent the Fe-based amorphous materials produced by the LENS technique. As stated before, the LENS technique has not been studied extensively in fabricating amorphous alloys due to the process-related problems. Considering the hardness values of the FeCrMoCB alloy produced by SLM [61] and the Fe_{41}Co_{7}Cr_{15}Mo_{14}C_{15}B_{6}Y_{2} (at.\%) alloy fabricated by LENS [91], it can be said that LENS provides more mechanical strength than the SLM technique.

### Table 3. Amorphous content, magnetic and mechanical properties of Fe-based alloys produced by laser additive manufacturing, also showing process parameters and powder size of starting powder.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alloy</th>
<th>Powder Size (µm)</th>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>P (W)</th>
<th>v (m/s)</th>
<th>Amorphous Content (%)</th>
<th>M_{s} (A/m)</th>
<th>H_{c} (Oe)</th>
<th>Hardness (HV)</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fe_{68.3}C_{6.9}Si_{2.5}B_{6.7}P_{8.7}Cr_{2.3}Mo_{2.5}Al_{2.1}</td>
<td>&lt;150</td>
<td>SLM</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>1.5-2.5</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>102.8-103.6</td>
<td>31.6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>[8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FeCrMoCB</td>
<td>&lt;80</td>
<td>SLM</td>
<td>80-200</td>
<td>0-5</td>
<td>100*</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>[61]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe_{71}Si_{10}C_{6}Cr_{2} (at.%)</td>
<td>&lt;30</td>
<td>SLM</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>0.1-1.5</td>
<td>70-80</td>
<td>186.4-199</td>
<td>3485.5-5009.2</td>
<td>1654-2273</td>
<td>[68]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe_{43.7}Co_{7.3}Cr_{14.7}Mo_{12.6}C_{15.5}B_{4.3}Y_{1.9} (at.%)</td>
<td>&lt;33</td>
<td>SLM</td>
<td>150-350</td>
<td>0.2-1</td>
<td>4.96-100</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>[71]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe_{73.7}Si_{11}B_{11}C_{2}(at.%)</td>
<td>Max 120</td>
<td>SLM</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>89.6</td>
<td>-150 Am^{2}/kg</td>
<td>338</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>[75]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe_{41}Co_{7}Cr_{15}Mo_{14}C_{15}B_{6}Y_{2} (at.%)</td>
<td>&lt;180</td>
<td>LENS</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>118-150 Am^{2}/kg</td>
<td>3-40</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>[91]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe_{41}Co_{7}Cr_{15}Mo_{14}C_{15}B_{6}Y_{2} (at.%)</td>
<td>&lt;180</td>
<td>LENS</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>118-150 Am^{2}/kg</td>
<td>3-40</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>[91]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*According to the XRD analysis, the part is fully amorphous.

### 4. Conclusions

This paper provides a review of laser additive manufacturing found in the literature for Fe-based amorphous alloys. The literature demonstrates that laser additive manufacturing, which contains directed energy deposition and powder-bed fusion, is a promising process to produce Fe-based glassy alloys with good soft magnetic properties. The SLM technique from the powder-bed fusion category and the LENS technique from the directed energy deposition category have been used for that purpose within the literature, resulting from their high availability, low cost and being less time-consuming compared with the conventional techniques that have been used to produce amorphous alloys, such as casting. In both techniques, amorphous alloys were manufactured by altering the process parameters. Generally, low energy input, achieved via low laser power and high laser scanning speed, brings about increased amorphous phase content due to a higher cooling rate, but decreases relative density and deteriorates mechanical properties. To overcome this limitation, the double scanning (remelting) strategy has been employed, which results in enhancing both magnetic and mechanical properties. Additionally, in the LENS process, it is also necessary to consider the substrate/prior deposit temperature, to ensure that it is kept as low as possible to obtain a high cooling rate. SLM has been utilised more than LENS in the fabrication of Fe-based amorphous alloys, since LENS is not preferred for the production of small parts because of low geometric accuracy and poor surface quality. This contradicts with the size limitation of glassy alloys owing to their high critical cooling rates.
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